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Dear Parents and Carers,

The end of year events were coming thick and fast again this week at Highlands with our year 13 prom

on Tuesday evening and then our summer music recital last night (Thursday). I went to the recital and

had a wonderful evening. There were lots of performances ranging from steel drums to guitar bands to

Chopin recitals. We were particularly pleased to see the number of acts featuring students in years 7

and 8 and I hope these students will continue to play music and perform again in the future.

Today was our first ever inter house champion reward day; Oak house spent the day at Thorpe Park. At

school we ran a series of activities (somewhat inhibited by the rain) for all of our other students which

included team building, sports and a quiz.

Next week on Friday we finish the term and the academic year, it is a short day and students will be

dismissed at midday.

We will write to the school community with information about next year at the end of next week.

Dates for your diary:

● Friday 21st July: end of term and end of the academic year. This is a short day: students will
have period 1 and 2, then break, then registration and they will be dismissed at midday.

Dates for the start of the new academic year:

● Friday 1st September: induction day for new year 7
● Monday 4nd September: induction day for new year 7 and 12
● Tuesday 5th September: years 8, 9, 10, 11, 13 (welcome back assemblies and tutor time)
● Wednesday 6th September: all lessons resume for all year groups

Have a great weekend,

Mr McInerney

Headteacher
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An unforgettable Thorpe Park adventure for Oak house

Oak house, the champions of our inter house competition, embarked on an

unforgettable adventure at the exhilarating Thorpe Park!

Following weeks of intense competition and unwavering dedication, Oak

emerged triumphant, securing a well-deserved day of thrills, laughter, and

adventure at Thorpe Park. The journey began with eager anticipation as the

entire Oak team set off on an action-packed day filled with

adrenaline-pumping rides, immersive attractions, and unforgettable

memories.

Although the weather was not favourable, Oak had a day filled with excitement, laughter, and moments

of pure adrenaline. We extend our warmest congratulations once again to Oak for their remarkable

achievement in the inter house competition and for seizing the opportunity to create unforgettable

memories at Thorpe Park. The spirit and enthusiasm demonstrated by Oak serve as an inspiration to us

all.
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Activity Day at Highlands

Following the victory of Oak in the inter house competition, Beech, Rowan and Willow students also

had the opportunity to take part in an exciting ‘Activity Day’ at school on Friday 14th July where they

came together for a day filled with fun, creativity, teamwork and exciting challenges.

There were a number of activities that took part throughout the day. As part of our commitment to

sustainability and creativity, students engaged in a unique project where they transformed old

newspapers and textbooks into stylish and wearable clothing. Students took part in ‘dodgeball’, ‘end

zone’, and ‘capture the flag’ as part of the sporting activities where physical fitness and team spirit

were at the forefront during these games. Students also took part in an exciting team-building task. The

challenge was to create their own mini city using nets, requiring them to think creatively, plan together,

and utilise their collective skills. The teamwork displayed by our students was truly inspiring. To add an

intellectual twist to the activity day, we organised quizzes that challenged our students' knowledge and

critical thinking abilities. The students enthusiastically participated, displaying their eagerness to learn

and their ability to think on their feet.

Overall, it was a fantastic day for our students and through these diverse activities, our students not

only learned valuable skills but also developed a deeper understanding of the importance of

sustainability, fitness, teamwork and knowledge acquisition.
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Summer Music Recital 2023

On Thursday 13th July it was Highlands School’s captivating school recital, that showcased the

remarkable musical abilities of the year 7, 8, and 9 students. The event featured an eclectic mix of

piano performances, steel pans, and rock bands, providing a diverse and vibrant evening of music.

The recital commenced with our wonderful orchestra led by Mr Brunori, where the young musicians

from year 7 and some older students took centre stage. Their dedication and enthusiasm were evident

in each note they played. From James Bond by John Barry to Russian Trepak Dance by Tchaikovsky, the

orchestra displayed commendable technique and a growing understanding of musical dynamics. It was

truly heartwarming to witness their progress and witness their budding talent.

The year 10 and 7 students took command of the steel pans, transporting the audience to the

Caribbean with modern flair with their infectious rhythms. The melodic sounds resonated throughout

the hall, and it was impossible not to tap one's feet along with the beat. The students demonstrated

impressive coordination and teamwork as they played together, captivating the audience with their

enthusiasm and skill.

Throughout the recital we had pockets of solo items being sung, played on the piano and drum kit. The

energy in the room was palpable, and it was evident that the students had poured their hearts and

souls into their performances. It was evident that the students had been well-supported by their

teachers and mentors, who deserve commendation for nurturing and guiding their talent.

The music department staff Mrs Miller, Mr Hawkins with support from Ms Maple and our external

providers Mr D 'Lucky’ Thomas, and Mr Brunori have given such great dedication and hard work into

preparing these young musicians, the students’ seamless execution and overall cohesiveness of the

performances was evident of this. This collaborative spirit added an extra layer of depth to the recital

and created a warm and inclusive atmosphere for all.

Finally, the school recital featuring our rock bands and guitar groups was a resounding success. Each

segment showcased the incredible progress and talent of the young musicians. From the delicate

melodies of the guitar to the infectious rhythms and the electrifying energy of the rock bands, the

performances left a lasting impression.

This recital not only highlighted the musical prowess of the students but also emphasised the

importance of fostering a supportive and nurturing environment for young artists to thrive.

Bravo to all the performers, mentors, and organisers for an outstanding evening of music!

Ms Maple
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Trip to The Royal Society Summer Science Exhibition

Last Wednesday, the two year 12 chemistry classes along with Mrs Smith and Ms Lakhani, visited The

Royal Society Summer Science Exhibition in London. With nine flagship exhibits, a special Young

Researcher Zone exhibit exploring the very latest advances in science and access to over three hundred

scientists, the exhibition offered a unique opportunity to explore the science shaping our future with

the people making it happen. Our students very quickly began to engage with the exhibitors and ask

them questions about their research. Here is what some of them thought about the event…
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Joshua had a go at driving a Mars Rover on a stand where the researchers were studying light and its

impacts both in diagnostic medicine and on Mars. He got the opportunity to drive a remote controlled

Mars Rover that was using light technology to look for alien life and he was awarded a certificate for

completing the circuit in the shortest time on the day of our visit - well done Joshua!

Finally, just before we left, our eagle eyed students spotted Fran Scott. She describes herself as a

maker, presenter and pyrotechnician and is probably best known for appearing on TV shows such as

Lego Masters and CBBC's Absolute Genius with Dick and Dom. However, Highlands students know her

from the series of practical videos that she has produced for the Royal Society of Chemistry and she

was delighted to hear how much she had helped them with their preparation of standard solutions and

their titration technique. Luckily for us she was kind enough to pose for a group photo with some of

our students and this was a lovely way to end our trip!
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Borough Athletics Championships overall ranking

The PE department would like to provide you with an update on the recent Borough Athletics

Championship, following our earlier newsletter article highlighting the individual successes.

We are thrilled to announce that Highlands School achieved an outstanding result, securing their

highest ranking to date by finishing in 2nd place among the 17 mixed schools in the borough. This

achievement truly reflects the dedication, hard work, and talent of our incredible athletes.

In particular, we would like to recognise our senior girls' team, who demonstrated exceptional skill and

determination throughout the competition. It was an incredibly close contest, with St. Anne's School

emerging as the victors by one point. Although our senior girls narrowly missed the top spot, their

outstanding performance deserves commendation.

We are immensely proud of all our athletes who represented Highlands School. Once again,

congratulations to all of the athletes who we have listed again below, and thank you to everyone who

contributed to the success of our athletics team.

Here are our winners:

Lily Howard - Silver, 1500m

George Robinson - Silver, long jump and Gold, 200m

Grace Caddle - Silver, long jump and Silver, 200m

Faye Etuazim - Gold, shot put and Gold, 100m

Mia Rosen - Gold, 800m

Sienna Francis - Bronze, shot put

Shaquel Kizito - Gold, 800m

Millie Huetson-Varnava - Gold, 800m

Selma Tivann - Gold, 800m

Izzy Minguez - Bronze, 100m

Prue Musah - Bronze, 100m

Alexander Florides, Bronze, 1500m

Year 7 girls relay team - Stephanie, Leah, Faye and Mia - Silver

Year 7 boys relay team - Zack, Conrad, Aiden and Alexander - Bronze

Year 10 girls relay team, Grace C, Grace U, Lexie and Prue - Silver

The PE Department
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Football success!
We are thrilled to share some fantastic news about two of our year 8 students: Emin Hamamci and

Tyler Koy, both from 8RTC.

These two talented players, alongside their 'Colney Heath' teammates led their way to success in the

recent ACEs Nationals Under-14 Football Tournament. They secured a remarkable victory coming first

out of 36 of the best grassroots teams in the country.

The entire Colney Heath team have set an example for us all, reminding us that dreams can indeed

become a reality with hard work and determination.

Well done boys - we are so proud of this exceptional achievement and honour the dedication and hard

work of you both and your team.
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Year 7 Enfield rounders tournament
On Monday 10th July, the year 7 rounders team took part in the Enfield borough rounders tournament

at Winchmore School. They played some great rounders to beat Southgate and Kingsmead in the group

stage and reach the final against Enfield County.

Unfortunately they lost out by half a rounder to a very good Enfield County team in a very close and

nervy final. The girls were delighted with their silver medals and we are very proud of them all.

Mrs Walters

Volleyball sporting success

Well done to Yagmur Olcay in year 10 who went on to represent GB at the United World Games. It was

a great experience where more than 40 nations attended and Yagmur got to play in the Euro 2008

Arena (Worthersee Stadium) as the main location across four days.

The PE department is really proud of her accomplishments.
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Year 13 prom

The year 13 prom took place this week, and it was an unforgettable affair. The atmosphere was alive

with excitement as our students arrived in their finest attire, ready to create lasting memories and

celebrate their accomplishments.

As we bid farewell to our year 13 students, we also look forward to the bright and promising futures

that await them. Their time at Highlands School and Sixth Form has prepared them for the challenges

and opportunities that lie ahead. We are confident that they will continue to achieve great things and

make a positive impact in the world.

We are all immensely proud of all the year 13 students and can't wait to see all the incredible things

they will accomplish. Wishing them all a future filled with success and fulfilment.
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Workplace insight with Lumon

Future First approached several secondary schools in London,

inviting year 12 female students to apply for a unique opportunity

to attend an employer day with Lumon, a financial technology

company, giving them a real insight into their industry.

The selected group of students were able to gain experience and an

understanding of work in the trading and finance industry, develop

their knowledge of the foreign exchange market (FX) and gain new

skills.

Students participated in an agenda of activities facilitated by Lumon’s staff from different departments

including marketing, IT and compliance. The day consisted of a tour of the offices, an introduction to

Lumon and FX. The experience covered trading activities, ethical debates, activities around brand

development, networking and CV writing, mock interviews and more. Students were also treated with

lunch, a goody bag gift to take away with them and also had a tree planted in their name as part of

Lumon’s ongoing sustainability for business policy.

We would like to thank the employees of Lumon for giving up their time and the positive impact they

had on our students, Future First for organising this opportunity and to our students for representing

Highlands.

Students: Louise Georgiou, Nicky Stamoulis, Ece Durgac, Daisy Peterson Keith, Kristiana Alexandrou, Joy

Barenga, Lamisha Hoque

Mrs Laurenzi
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STEM Challenge Day

On Wednesday 12th July, a group of 14 year 9 students took part in the North
London Science and Technology Challenge day, run by MCS Projects and hosted by
Haringey Sixth Form College.

Students worked in mixed teams with students from other schools in north
London and participated in practical STEM-related activities led by members of
students recruited from leading local universities, gaining an insight about the
applications of these subjects as well as encouraging them to consider studying them at further and
higher education. The activities were also designed to to develop essential transferable skills.

Throughout the day the students completed three challenges.

The Robotics Challenge - each team had to programme a Lego Mindstorm EV3 robot, equipped with
ultrasonic and infrared sensors, to navigate around a course.

The E-FIT Challenge - having witnessed a ‘staged’ crime, each team used the latest E-FIT 6 facial
recognition software (as used by 90% of UK police forces) to create a computer image of the thief.
Finally the ‘thief’ returns so that their appearance can be compared with the young peoples’ images.
They also learnt to consider problems associated with memory and facial recognition.

The Medical Diagnostics Challenge - Each team undertook the role of a doctor, diagnosing conditions
suffered by ‘acting’ patients. To make their diagnosis, they questioned the patient, tested ‘urine’
samples, evaluated brain function, examined X-rays and brain scans, and learnt how to use a
stethoscope and how to check blood pressure.

At the end of the day, students gathered in the lecture room in a Q&A session with the university
students, finding out more about university life and other career related information.

Teams were then presented with prizes and certificates by Councillor Ajda Ovat, Deputy Mayor.
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Debate club

As the academic year comes to a close, our debate club reflects on thought-provoking discussions

covering topics like monarchy, climate change, and artificial intelligence. We delved into the

complexities of these issues, fostering an environment that encouraged respectful dialogue and the

exchange of diverse viewpoints. We also savoured some delicious meals that provided fuel for our

passionate discussions. We look forward to reconvening in the next academic year for more stimulating

debates with some delicious food.

Mr Islam and Ms Farr (Debate club hosts)

NicKings Joking Corner

A weekly edition of comical works by Nicholas King in year 8.
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Eastern European lunch

This week we enjoyed a delicious Ukrainian themed lunch, cooked by our wonderful caterers. Serving a

delightful sausage or vegetarian stew with mixed cabbage and rice. Truly a treat for all!

Medic Mentor

There is a fantastic opportunity for aspiring medical students to speak to three different doctors about

their specialities and day-to-day life as a doctor at the free virtual Insight into Medicine conference.

On Saturday 15th July (3pm-7pm), we are delighted to be joined by three leading NHS doctors:

● Dr Smith - Consultant in Perinatal Psychiatry

● Dr. Pecorella – Upper GI Surgery

● Dr. Thake – General Medicine

At this time of year, it’s crucial that students take the time to network with doctors and learn about a

variety of medical specialties. As we understand this can be difficult to arrange during exam season,

we’re encouraging students to invest a small part of their Saturday to listen to and speak to these

doctors.

Students are invited to take a much-deserved break from their studies while taking their medical

application to the next level at the next free virtual Insight into Medicine conference. All doctors will

take questions throughout!

Insight into Medicine registration link

Dr Len
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Highlands School uniform and recycle scheme

As we approach a new academic year, we would like to remind you that in September we will be

launching our new school uniform. There is also an exciting opportunity to contribute to sustainability

and make a positive impact on our environment by recycling the old school uniform.

From 1st September students must be wearing the new school uniform which includes the following:

● Black school shoes (not canvas, Converse, pumps or boots).

● Black socks or plain black tights.

● Plain black kilt skirt or plain black trousers (no

jean style or chinos).

● White school shirt or open neck blouse (long

or short sleeved).

● Summer polo shirt can be worn in the

summer term only (optional).

● Green blazer (with school badge).

● V-neck green jumper (optional).

● School tie (if wearing a buttoned up school

shirt).

● Students are required to wear their lanyard at

all times when in the classrooms and when

moving around the building.

● Single ear stud per ear in each ear. No piercings other than the ear.

● Religious symbols (if required) must be worn inside a blouse/shirt.

● Headscarves worn for religious reasons should be black/green.

● Blazers must always be worn when moving around the school building, unless otherwise

advised by the headteacher.

We are delighted to introduce our school's recycle scheme for old school uniform and other textile

items and we encourage you to recycle them through our dedicated recycle bin.

By participating in this scheme, you can help extend the life cycle of these uniforms and reduce textile

waste, benefiting both our community and the planet. Recycling old uniform not only promotes

sustainability but also supports families who may need affordable options for future school years.

Our recycle bin, conveniently located within the school premises, near the bike lockers, provides a

hassle-free way to donate your old uniform items. Simply drop off any items you no longer need,

including clothing, bedding, handbags, soft toys, and more. Remember to ensure that the items are

clean and in a decent condition so they can be put to good use once again.

We appreciate your support in fostering a culture of recycling and sustainability among our students.

Together, we can take small steps that lead to significant changes for a better and greener future.

Thanking you in advance for your participation in our school's recycle scheme.

In preparation for our new school uniform launch in September, we will be working with Kids Just

Recycle to recycle all of our unwanted, old school uniform items to help avoid landfill sites.
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Please see the poster below in order to find out what items are accepted as part of this recycle

scheme.
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Highlands book of the month - July

KS3: The Thief Who Sang Storms by Sophie Anderson

When her father is captured, Linnet sets off to rescue him,
seeking to heal her broken island and regain her magical abilities
in the process.

The Island of Morovia is shaped like a broken heart. The humans
live on one side of the island, and the alkonosts - the bird-people
- live on the other. But it wasn't always this way…

Linnet wishes she could sing magic, like her father, Nightingale -
and bring the two sides of her island together again. For her land
has been divided by a terrible tragedy, and Linnet has been
banished with her father to the deepest swamps, leaving behind
her best friends, Hero and Silver. So when her father is captured,
Linnet must be brave and embark on a treacherous journey.
Through alligator pools and sinking sands, she finds new friends.
Yet without her singing magic, Linnet discovers something even
more powerful. Something that could save her father, and heal
the broken heart of her island once more…

With themes of grief, trust, love, and that we have more in
common than that which divides us, this is a heartfelt book filled
with adventure and stunning storytelling.

KS4: The cats we meet along the way by Nadia Mikail

As the world prepares for a catastrophic meteor impact, Aisha, her
boyfriend and their families travel across Malaysia to find her
estranged sister, accompanied by a stray cat.

Seventeen-year-old Aisha hasn't seen her sister June for two years.
And now that a calamity is about to end the world in nine months'
time, she and her mother decide that it's time to track her down
and mend the hurts of the past. Along with Aisha's boyfriend,
Walter and his parents (and Fleabag the stray cat), the group take
a road trip through Malaysia in a wildly decorated campervan - to
put the past to rest, to come to terms with the present, and to
hope for the future.
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Cooking Champions charity

In English, whilst studying 'Noughts and Crosses', we have

been looking at the importance of everyone having a right

to eat .

We are therefore supporting the 'Cooking Champions'

charity and are collecting the following food items - if you

can help support, please drop off any items to Mrs Selim

in the English office by Tuesday 18th July.

Mrs Selim

Ed Extra dates for your diary

Please see the list of remaining Wednesdays for Ed Extra, before the summer holiday.

● Wednesday 19th July - No Ed Extra
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The Local Libraries Summer Reading Challenge

The Summer Reading Challenge, presented by The Reading Agency, is delivered in partnership with

public libraries and funded by Arts Council England. The challenge encourages children to enjoy the

benefits of reading for pleasure over the summer holidays, providing lots of fun as well as helping to

prevent the summer reading ‘dip’. Each year the challenge motivates over 700,000 children to keep

reading to build their skills and confidence.

This year’s Summer Reading Challenge theme – Ready, Set, Read! – has been created in partnership

with Youth Sport Trust and illustrated by the brilliant children’s writer and illustrator Loretta Schauer.

This year’s sport and play themed initiative aims to keep children’s minds and bodies active over the

summer break, empowering young people to forge new connections with others. The challenge and

the accompanying book collection shows that imagination and play can unlock endless possibilities,

and that the library is where this starts.

There are two ways you can take part: at your library or online:

● You can join the challenge at your local library and take part in person. The library will give you a

special collector folder, stickers, and other special incentives, and help you find books to read for

your Challenge.

● Alternatively, take part in the challenge online by signing up here on the official website! Set a

reading goal and log your books on your profile. When you reach your goal you will unlock a virtual

badge and certificate.

Please note, the in-person and online challenges are separate. Physical incentives like medals and

certificates are only available via the library, for those taking part in the in-person challenge.

Click HERE for the link.
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Year 9 history essay writing competition

Due to popular demand we have shared Nicole Zeka’s winning essay on “Was Germany responsible for

the First World War?” Judged by Dr. Tom Bentley at the University of Aberdeen. Enjoy!
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Highlands School is launching an alumni network!

As a school, we want to reconnect with our former students so that we can keep in touch and let them

know about volunteering opportunities that will benefit our current students. We want to show them

the variety of pathways available to them after leaving Highlands School, and who better to showcase

this information, than former students!

We are working with education charity Future First to set this up, and all you need to do to get involved

is sign up here: Highlands School Alumni or alternatively scan the QR code below.

More information is on our website and if you have any questions please contact our Alumni

Programme Manager at Future First: Tara Human – tara.human@futurefirst.org.uk

British Science Week (STEM)

British Science Week is a ten-day celebration of everything science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics. This year the theme is 'Connections' and at Highlands we have been getting involved in
many different ways. All students were delivered an assembly on British Science Week and notified
how they can take part in the two competitions being held.

Competition 1 - We are encouraging students to ditch buying a daily plastic bottle and start using a
reusable drinks bottle instead (it would be preferable to fill up the bottle with water from home and if
necessary it can be topped up in school). This will also support our Eco-schools motto ‘Making the
green school… Truly green’. The Eco-school council reps will be attending each form group to note
which house has the most students using a reusable bottle. The winning house will receive 3,000
achievement points!

Competition 2- Each year group has been notified of different fun and engaging projects that can be
worked on at home. From designing a poster, researching careers in STEM, making a glider, creating
apps and lots more. Students are to upload their work on Google Classroom and the winners will be
announced at the start of the summer term. Students will be rewarded with Amazon gift vouchers.
Good luck!

Student medical needs
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If your child needs to take regular medication in school, please fill out the following Medicines Consent

Form to give the school consent to administer medication to your child. All medications that are kept in

school must be stored in the medical room.

Mental health

We are continuously working hard to improve our understanding as a community of mental health, to

enable us to provide the best possible outcomes for the young people in our lives. If you are ever

concerned that your child is at risk due to very poor mental health please inform the school. You can

also contact one of these numbers to seek support from a specialist. The Crisis line is there to offer

guidance if your child may be having suicidal thoughts and is possibly in immediate danger. If you do

ever find yourself in a position where you need to use these resources for your child, please make the

school aware so we can provide appropriate support within school for your child.
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Safeguarding contacts

If you are concerned about your child’s wellbeing or the wellbeing of any other student at Highlands

School, please contact the school on 020 8370 1100 or email the DSL at staysafe@highlearn.uk. This

email address can also be used for students, parents and carers to share any safeguarding concerns or

to request support.

If you are concerned that a child has been harmed or is at risk of being harmed and school cannot be

contacted, please contact Enfield Children’s Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) on 020 8379 5555,

and all the police on 999 straight away.

Helpful numbers and websites

Childline: 0800 1111

NSPCC helpline: 0808 800 5000

The police: (if you are in danger): 999

LGBT switchboard: 0300 330 0630

Kooth: www.kooth.com - support service for students wellbeing

Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub: 0300 500 80 90

Barnardos: 0800 008 7005

Talk to someone….

● if you feel upset or worried about anything at all (even if you think it is not important)

● if you feel anxious or unable to cope

● if someone has hurt you physically, emotionally or mentally

● if you feel upset or worried about anything at all (even if you think it is not important)

● if you feel worried about someone at home

● if you are being threatened or forced to do things

● if someone has done something to you without your consent

● if you feel unsafe in school, at home or on the streets

● about anything else worrying you

Follow Highlands School on:

Twitter @Highlands_sch

Instagram @highlandssch

YouTube Highlands School Enfield
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